
5.9 Balancing Emotions Visualization

Five methods for balancing emotions:
• Acknowledge Inner Role
• Build Awareness
• Envision Possibilities
• Modify Behaviors
• Stabilize Results

GENERATE IMAGE

Visualize that in space a short distance in front of you arises a beautiful image of Tara, 
a Buddha in female form. She is white in color, sitting in meditation posture, wearing 
beautiful clothes and adornments, and radiating light. She is serene, blissful and 
imbued with perfect harmony, poise and positive energy. She can be whatever size is 
easiest to visualize. If you cannot visualize Tara, just feel the presence of Tara in front of 
you. Focus on this for a little while.

While maintaining this image, visualize that, in your heart center, at the center of your 
chest, is an orb of white light, radiating brightly, representing all of your inner potential 
for those same qualities of serenity, bliss, and positive energy.  

CONNECT

From the heart center of Tara in front of you, a stream of energy in the form of white 
light flows towards you, enters the crown of your head and penetrates directly into the 
white orb at your heart center, empowering and energizing all the potential and 
capacities that orb represents. As this stream of light continues, the orb of light at your 
heart center radiates brighter and brighter.

DISSOLVE AND EMBODY

The light radiating from the orb at your heart center fills your entire body, dissipating 
and dissolving all the emotional patterns, inner stories and limitations that cause 
undue agitation and hardship and that block your potential and peace of mind. 

Strongly contemplate that you realize and embody all the serenity, bliss and positive 
energy of Tara, free of agitating emotions and inner stories. 

CONCLUDE

Visualize that Tara in front of you dissolves into light which enters through your crown 
and absorbs into the orb of white light at your heart center. Hold the feeling of that 
radiant and blissful energy in you.

Dedicate this practice to the well-being of yourself, your loved ones, and those in need 
everywhere.
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